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Aims
Promote NGS use for pesticide resistance diagnosis
Describe a simple procedure for the analysis of NGS data
Model studied: ALS-based herbicide resistance in
barnyardgrasses
(Echinochloa crus-galli [6N] & E. phyllopogon [4N])
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Methods

Results
28 populations with suspected resistance

28 populations with suspected resistance
Leaf fragment
Glass bead
(1 cm²)
Salty buffer

Grind

NGS

Boil then cool on ice

40 plants per
population

NGS

Echinochloa crus-galli

Echinochloa phyllopogon

Threshold for mutation detection: one mutant ALS copy in 40 plants
Hexaploid: 1/240 ALS copies = 0.4%

Pool DNA extracts from
each population

PCR

PCR-ready DNA extracts

Three amplicons: ALS codons (197 &
205), (376 & 377), (574, 653 & 654)
Population-specific “tags”

NGS

Three populations

17 populations:
no mutant allele

8 other
populations:

Amplicons with codons 197 & 205

87,733 sequences
Sorted per population
Poor quality sequences eliminated
63,959 quality sequences
Sorted per population
Sequences aligned and
clustered by similarity

One population:
Ser197 allele (27% of the 454
sequences)
Leu197 allele (6% of the 454
sequences)

Pops. Ser197 Leu197 Leu574
A
51%*
0%
0%
B
13%
3%
0%
C
7%
0%
0%
D
4%
0%
2%
E
4%
0%
0%
F
3%
0%
0%
Sanger sequencing:
G
43%
0%
0%
• 25 plants carrying Ser197
H
44%
0%
0%
• 9 plants carrying Ser197+Leu197
I
1%
0%
0%
• 6 plants with no mutation * % of the 454 sequences. % in green = confirmed by
Sanger sequencing of all 40 individual plants in the population

NGS-based resistance detection from DNA pools confirmed by
Sanger sequencing of individual plants
NGS versus other molecular methods for resistance diagnosis
Technique

Paste aligned sequences in one
file per amplicon sequence

Aligned quality sequence. One file
per amplicon and per population
Eliminate gap marks in alignments.
Count occurrences of codon
variants (i.e., wild-type and
mutants)

25 populations

Two populations:
no mutant allele

(Here, 454 sequencing of the 3 amplicons in
each population)

Aligned quality sequences
sorted per amplicon.
One file with all sequences
per population

Tetraploid: 1/160 ALS copies = 0.6%

Frequencies of mutant
and wild-type alleles in
each population

Check NGS results by individual plant Sanger sequencing

Min. # of PCRs *

Basis for
diagnosis

Mutation
identification

# resistant Detection of
plants in the
new
population
mutations

PCR
genotyping

1 per individual and
per codon
(here: 7,840)

Amplicon or
restriction
patterns

Yes/No **

Yes

No

Sanger
sequencing

2 per individual and
per amplicon
(here: 6,720)

Sequence of
the targeted
codon(s)

Yes

Yes

Possible

NGS

2 per DNA pool and
per amplicon
(here: 168)

Sequence of
the targeted
codon(s)

Yes

Estimation ***

Possible

* Figures in green are given for this study: investigating 7 ALS codons / 3 ALS amplicons in
28 populations of 40 plants each (i.e., 1,120 plants)
** Depends on the technique and on the number of possible mutant alleles at a given codon
*** Based on the frequencies of the mutations, and considering the ploidy level and the
mating system of the species investigated

NGS-based resistance detection outperforms other
molecular biology techniques used for this purpose

Conclusions
NGS-based herbicide resistance diagnosis is feasible without extensive training in NGS data
analysis or specialised software
Frequency of mutants detected similar to that observed using Sanger sequencing
Detection of 1 mutant plant out of 40 in DNA pools without DNA quantification
Possible to rapidly analyse tremendous numbers of individuals in populations
Detection of resistant individuals at very early stages in resistance evolution in the field
information: Délye et al., 2014, Next-Generation Sequencing to detect mutations endowing
Adaptation of the crop protection program More
resistance to pesticides: application to acetolactate-synthase (ALS) based resistance in barnyard-grass, a
polyploid grass weed. Pest Management Science – Online early - doi: 10.1002/ps.3818.

